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This Study is a product of the joint efforts of the Mergers & Acquisitions Committee  
of the ABA’s Business Law Section (the “M&A Committee”) and SRS Acquiom Inc. 

To compile the sample set for this Study, we utilized SRS Acquioms’s database of 
acquisition agreements relating to purchases of privately held U.S. companies by 
publicly traded buyers. Many of the acquisition agreements in this database have not 
been filed with the SEC and are not publicly accessible. 

This Study is built around a newly developed metric, which we refer to as “Buyer 
Power Ratio” or, simply, “BPR.” Buyer Power Ratio has two components:  

1.  The market capitalization (market cap) of the buyer; and  
2.   The purchase price paid by the buyer in the acquisition.  

The Buyer Power Ratio for a particular acquisition is determined by dividing the 
buyer’s market cap by the applicable purchase price, i.e.: 

ABOUT THIS STUDY AND THE “BUYER POWER RATIO” 

Buyer Power Ratio   = 
Buyer Market Cap 

Purchase Price 
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This Study demonstrates that the Buyer Power Ratio for a particular transaction 
generally correlates with the level of the buyer’s negotiating strength in that 
transaction, as measured by the buyer’s ability to obtain buyer-favorable deal terms. 
For example, a large buyer with a $100 billion market cap buying a relatively small 
company for $50 million (BPR = 2,000) would ordinarily be expected to have a higher 
degree of negotiating leverage than a smaller buyer with a $500 million market cap 
buying a company for $250 million (BPR = 2).  That is, all other things being equal, a 
buyer should be able to obtain deal terms that are more buyer-favorable in a 
transaction with a BPR of 2,000 than in a transaction with a BPR of 2. 

Of course, BPR is not the only factor that can affect a buyer’s negotiating leverage.  
Among the other factors that may come into play are: the price the buyer is willing and 
able to pay; the importance of the transaction to the buyer relative to its importance to 
the seller; and the presence of competing bidders for the target company.  This Study 
does not attempt to measure the effect of these other factors on buyers’ ability to 
obtain favorable deal terms. 

This Study shows, for each deal point featured, the correlation between BPR and a 
buyer-favorable resolution of that deal point.  Therefore, this Study, unlike other deal 
points surveys, allows a prospective buyer and seller to calculate the BPR for their 

ABOUT THIS STUDY AND THE “BUYER POWER RATIO”(cont’d) 
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proposed transaction and then focus specifically on the particular statistics relevant to 
other transactions with similar BPRs.  In most cases, this Study shows that the 
frequency of buyer-favorable outcomes increases as BPR increases.  

For comparison purposes, this Study also shows, for each deal point featured, the 
relevant statistics presented in the studies prepared by the M&A Committee in 2013 
and 2015, for which the sample set consists exclusively of deals with acquisition 
agreements filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). The 
average BPR for the transactions surveyed by the M&A Committee in 2013 and 2015 
is significantly lower than the average BPR for the transactions surveyed in this Study. 
This is not surprising, given that transactions with high BPRs are unlikely to be 
sufficiently material to the buyer to require the filing of information on the transaction  
with the SEC. 

For completeness of presentation, we have looked separately at the correlation 
between deal point resolution and each of the two individual components of BPR – 
buyer’s market cap and purchase price. The results of these separate analyses 
appear in Appendices 2 and 3, which are available for download at both the ABA and 
SRS Acquiom web sites. 

ABOUT THIS STUDY AND THE “BUYER POWER RATIO”(cont’d)
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TERMINOLOGY USED IN THIS PRESENTATION 

ABA Data (2012, 2014) 

SRSA Data (2012 – 2016) 

Buyer Market Cap 

Buyer Power Ratio 

Data from the 2013 and 2015 Private Target Mergers & 
Acquisitions Deal Points Studies prepared by the M&A Committee, 
for transactions completed in 2012 (136 transactions) and 2014 
(117 transactions), with acquisition agreements filed with the 
SEC.* The data from these two studies was merged as described 
in Appendix 1. 

Data on private target M&A transactions completed in 2012 
through 2016 in which SRS Acquiom served as the shareholder 
representative, where the buyer’s equity securities were, as of the 
date of the acquisition agreement, publicly listed on a U.S. stock 
exchange, so that the buyer’s US$ market capitalization could be 
calculated (457 transactions) 

The buyer’s market capitalization (as reported by YCharts**) as of 
the date of the acquisition agreement 

Buyer Market Cap divided by aggregate purchase price (with 
aggregate purchase price including amounts held back in escrow 
but excluding potential earn-out payments)  

 

 

* ABA Data only includes transactions with SEC-filed agreements, as analyzed by the M&A Committee studies. U.S. buyers are generally not
required to file with the SEC agreements for transactions that, in light of the buyer’s size and other factors, are not material.
** Approximately 10% of market cap values were not available in YCharts. These market cap values were determined using Wolfram Alpha or 
manual SRS Acquiom calculations. 
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! Because of SRS Acquiom’s confidentiality obligations with respect to the acquisition
agreements included in its proprietary database, the M&A Committee was not
permitted to review any of the acquisition agreements on which the Study results are
based. Those acquisition agreements were reviewed exclusively by SRS Acquiom.

! The number of the transactions in the sample set varies slightly from deal point to
deal point, either because a particular deal point was not applicable to specific
transactions, or, in some situations, a clear determination of buyer- or seller-
favorability could not be made.

! The acquisition agreement provisions that form the basis of this Study are drafted in
many different ways and do not always fit precisely into particular “deal point”
categories. Therefore, the Study Chairs and Advisory Group members have made
various judgment calls regarding, for example, how to categorize the nature or effect
of particular provisions. The conclusions presented in this Study should be viewed
with these caveats in mind.

! Findings presented in this Study do not necessarily reflect the views of the ABA, the
M&A Committee or SRS Acquiom, or the personal views of the Study Chairs or
Advisory Group members or the views of their respective firms.

DISCLAIMERS 
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Representations & Warranties 
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“No undisclosed liabilities” representation 

Is the “no undisclosed liabilities” representation 
drafted broadly to include all liabilities, 

including contingent liabilities 
(so as to favor buyers)? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 
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Sample provisions: 

“No undisclosed liabilities” representation 

“no undisclosed liabilities” representation (Buyer-favorable formulation):  
“Target has no liabilities of any nature (accrued, unaccrued, contingent or otherwise, 
and whether or not required to be disclosed on a balance sheet), except for liabilities 
reflected in the Interim Balance Sheet and current liabilities incurred in the ordinary 
course of business since the date of the Interim Balance Sheet.” 

“no undisclosed liabilities” representation (Seller-favorable formulation):  
“Target has no liabilities of the type required to be disclosed in the liabilities column 
of a balance sheet prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles (GAAP), except for...” 
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“No undisclosed liabilities” representation 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(65%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(35%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(49%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(51%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(71%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(29%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = all liabilities
** Seller-Favorable = GAAP liabilities or no rep 
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“No undisclosed liabilities” representation 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(165'deals)'

(80'deals)'

(135'deals)'

(47'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(70%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(66%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(56%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(49%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(30%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(34%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(44%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(51%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = all liabilities
** Seller-Favorable = GAAP liabilities or no rep 
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“10b-5” or “full disclosure” representation 

Does the acquisition agreement contain a “10b-5” 
or “full disclosure” representation 

(so as to favor buyers)? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 
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Sample provisions: 

“10b-5” or “full disclosure” representation 

“10b-5” representation (Buyer-favorable formulation):  A representation to the 
following effect: “No representation or warranty made by Target in this 
Agreement...contains any untrue statement of material fact or omits to state a 
material fact necessary to make the statements in this Agreement, in light of the 
circumstances in which they were made, not misleading.” 
 
“full disclosure” representation (Buyer-favorable formulation):  A representation 
to the following effect: “Target does not have knowledge of any fact that has specific 
application to Target (other than general economic or industry conditions) and that 
may materially adversely affect the business, financial condition or results of 
operations of Target, other than facts set forth in this Agreement or the Disclosure 
Schedule.”  
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“10b-5” or “full disclosure” representation 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(31%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(69%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(35%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(65%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(72%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(28%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = Either a “10b-5” or a “full disclosure” rep is included
** Seller-Favorable = Neither a “10b-5” nor a “full disclosure” rep is included 
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“10b-5” or “full disclosure” representation 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(166'deals)'

(81'deals)'

(136'deals)'

(48'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(75%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(53%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(46%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(35%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(25%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(47%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(54%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(65%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = Either a “10b-5” or a “full disclosure” rep is included
** Seller-Favorable = Neither a “10b-5” nor a “full disclosure” rep is included 
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Closing Conditions 
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“Accuracy of representations” condition – 

When must the sellers’/target’s reps be accurate – 
at closing (seller-favorable), or both at signing and at 

closing (buyer-favorable)? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 

times(s) as of which accuracy is tested 
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Sample provisions: 

“Accuracy of representations” condition – timing 

at closing only (Seller-favorable formulation):  “The representations and warranties 
made by Sellers/Target in this Agreement shall be accurate [reference to applicable 
materiality standard] as of the Closing Date as if made on the Closing Date.” 

at signing and closing (Buyer-favorable formulation):  “The representations and 
warranties made by Sellers/Target in this Agreement shall have been accurate 
[reference to applicable materiality standard] as of the date of this Agreement and 
shall be accurate [reference to applicable materiality standard] as of the Closing 
Date as if made on the Closing Date.” 
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“Accuracy of representations” condition – timing 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(60%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(40%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(70%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(30%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(88%)'
**'(12%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = reps accurate both at signing and at closing
** Seller-Favorable = reps accurate at closing only 
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“Accuracy of representations” condition – timing 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(133'deals)'

(69'deals)'

(106'deals)'

(43'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(89%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(84%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(83%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(70%)'

**'
(11%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(16%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(17%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(30%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = reps accurate both at signing and at closing 
** Seller-Favorable = reps accurate at closing only 
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“Accuracy of representations” condition – 

What materiality standard is applied in testing the 
accuracy of the sellers’/target’s general 

(non-fundamental) representations? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 

materiality standard 
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Sample provisions: 

“Accuracy of representations” condition – materiality 

“in all respects” or “in all material respects” standard (Buyer-favorable 
formulation):  “The general (i.e., non-fundamental) representations and warranties 
made by Sellers/Target in this Agreement shall be accurate in all respects [or in all 
material respects] [reference to timing] ...” 

“MAE” standard (Seller-favorable formulation):  “The general (i.e., non-
fundamental) representations and warranties made by Sellers/Target in this 
Agreement shall be accurate in all respects [reference to timing], disregarding 
inaccuracies that considered collectively do not have a Material Adverse Effect...” 
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“Accuracy of representations” condition – materiality 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(64%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(36%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(56%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(44%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(80%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(20%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = “in all respects” or “in all material respects”
** Seller-Favorable = “MAE” 
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“Accuracy of representations” condition – materiality 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(133'deals)'

(69'deals)'

(105'deals)'

(43'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(83%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(70%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(60%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(56%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(17%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(30%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(40%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(44%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = “in all respects” or “in all material respects” 
** Seller-Favorable = “MAE” 
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Indemnification and 
Related Provisions 
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“Sandbagging” 

Does the agreement contain a pro-sandbagging provision* 
(so as to favor buyers)? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 

* Also sometimes referred to as a “benefit of the bargain” provision. For the purposes of this Study, a provision that merely
states, for example, that Sellers’/Target’s representations and warranties “survive Buyer’s investigation” is not classified as a
“pro-sandbagging” provision unless it also includes an express statement that the buyer’s knowledge will have no impact on
the buyer’s post-closing indemnification rights.
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Sample provisions: 

“Sandbagging” 

pro-sandbagging provision (Buyer-favorable):  “The right to any indemnification 
or other remedy based upon any representation, warranty, covenant, or obligation 
will not be affected by ... any investigation conducted or any knowledge acquired at 
any time, whether before or after the execution and delivery of this Agreement or the 
Closing Date, with respect to the accuracy or inaccuracy of, or compliance with, 
such representation, warranty, covenant, or obligation.” 
 
anti-sandbagging provision (Seller-favorable):  “No party shall be liable under this 
Section for any Losses resulting from or relating to any inaccuracy in any 
representation or warranty in this Agreement if the party seeking indemnification for 
such Losses had knowledge of such inaccuracy before the Closing.” 
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“Sandbagging” 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(38%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(62%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(51%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(49%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(64%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(36%)'

* Buyer-Favorable =  “pro-sandbagging” (“benefit of the bargain”) provision included
** Seller-Favorable = “anti-sandbagging” provision included, or agreement silent

(Note that in some jurisdictions, an agreement that is silent on  “sandbagging” could be considered Buyer-Favorable rather than Seller-Favorable.) 
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“Sandbagging” 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(166'deals)'

(81'deals)'

(136'deals)'

(47'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(64%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(67%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(55%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(51%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(36%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(33%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(45%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(49%)'

* Buyer-Favorable =  “pro-sandbagging” (“benefit of the bargain”) provision included
** Seller-Favorable = “anti-sandbagging” provision included, or agreement silent

(Note that in some jurisdictions, an agreement that is silent on  “sandbagging” could be considered Buyer-Favorable rather than Seller-Favorable.) 
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“Non-reliance” clause 

Does the acquisition agreement contain an express 
“non-reliance” clause* (so as to favor sellers)**? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 

 
 

* Does not include deals with a “no other representations” provision in the absence of an express disclaimer of reliance.
** Some of the agreements that include a non-reliance clause, and are therefore categorized as Seller-Favorable for
purposes of this deal point, may also include a broad “fraud exception,” e.g.: “Nothing in this Agreement shall operate to limit
Buyer’s remedies in the event of fraud (whether or not such fraud relates to the express representations and warranties
contained in this Agreement).” The inclusion of such a fraud exception in an agreement may make the agreement Buyer-
Favorable on this deal point, notwithstanding the presence of a non-reliance clause. However, because each agreement in
the Study sample was reviewed for the purpose of determining whether a non-reliance clause is included, but not for the
additional purpose of determining whether a fraud exception is included, any agreement in the Study sample containing both
a non-reliance clause and a fraud exception is categorized as Seller-Favorable for purposes of this Study (even though it may
be more appropriate to categorize such an agreement as Buyer-Favorable).
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Sample provision: 

“Non-reliance” clause 

 Non-reliance clause (Seller-favorable):  “Buyer is not relying and has not relied on 
any representations or warranties whatsoever regarding the subject matter of this 
Agreement, express or implied, except for the express representations and 
warranties of Sellers/Target contained in this Agreement.” 
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“Non-reliance” clause 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(58%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(42%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(67%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(33%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(84%)'

**'(16%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = “non-reliance” clause not included
** Seller-Favorable = “non-reliance” clause included
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“Non-reliance” clause 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(165'deals)'

(81'deals)'

(135'deals)'

(48'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(85%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(74%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(70%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(67%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(15%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(26%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(30%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(33%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = “non-reliance” clause not included 
** Seller-Favorable = “non-reliance” clause included 
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Treatment of “consequential” damages – 

Are “consequential” damages expressly excluded from 
indemnifiable damages 
(so as to favor sellers)? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 

for indemnification purposes 
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“Consequential” damages exclusion 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(48%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(52%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(49%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(51%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(79%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(21%)'

* Buyer-Favorable =  “consequential” damages not expressly excluded 
** Seller-Favorable =  “consequential” damages expressly excluded 
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“Consequential” damages exclusion 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(166'deals)'

(81'deals)'

(136'deals)'

(47'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(82%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(72%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(68%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(49%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(18%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(28%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(32%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(51%)'

* Buyer-Favorable =  “consequential” damages not expressly excluded
** Seller-Favorable =  “consequential” damages expressly excluded
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IP cap in excess of escrow – 

In acquisitions of technology companies, does the 
cap on the sellers’ liability for inaccuracies in the IP 

representations exceed the escrow amount 
(so as to favor buyers)?* 

 
How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 

* Note: Because the ABA Data does not report deals by industry, no relevant comparison can be made with the SRSA Data 
which, for purposes of this deal point, has been limited to only those deals involving target companies in the technology 
sector. Therefore, for this deal point, there is no pie chart showing the corresponding ABA Data. 

in acquisitions of tech companies 
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IP cap in excess of escrow in acquisitions of tech companies 
SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(35%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(65%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(61%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(39%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = IP cap exceeds escrow amount
** Seller-Favorable = no separate IP cap / IP cap equal to escrow amount 
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IP cap in excess of escrow in acquisitions of tech companies 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(92'deals)'

(35'deals)'

(60'deals)'

(17'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(66%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(34%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(35%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(35%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(34%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(66%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(65%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(65%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = IP cap exceeds escrow amount 
** Seller-Favorable = no separate IP cap / IP cap equal to escrow amount 
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Buyer’s contractual obligation to mitigate losses 

Does the buyer have an express contractual obligation to 
mitigate indemnifiable losses 

(so as to favor sellers)? 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 
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Buyer’s contractual obligation to mitigate losses 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(58%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(42%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(49%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(51%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(76%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(24%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = agreement is silent or disclaims obligation to mitigate losses 
** Seller-Favorable = Buyer has express obligation to mitigate losses 
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Buyer’s contractual obligation to mitigate losses 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(166'deals)'

(80'deals)'

(136'deals)'

(47'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(79%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(71%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(56%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(49%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(21%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(29%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(44%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(51%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = agreement is silent or disclaims obligation to mitigate losses
** Seller-Favorable = Buyer has express obligation to mitigate losses 
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Buyer’s indemnifiable losses reduced by tax benefits 

Are the buyer’s indemnifiable losses reduced by the 
amount of any tax benefits resulting from those losses 

(so as to favor sellers)? 
 

How does Buyer Power Ratio 
correlate with this deal point? 
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Buyer’s indemnifiable losses reduced by tax benefits 
ABA Data (2012, 2014) SRSA Data (2012 - 2016) 

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(53%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(47%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
<'10'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(66%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'

(34%)'

Buyer'Power'Ra9o'
>'200'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'

(81%)'

**'(19%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = agreement silent
** Seller-Favorable = Buyer’s indemnifiable losses reduced by tax benefits 
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Buyer’s indemnifiable losses reduced by tax benefits 

SRSA'Data'(2012'&'2016)'

Buyer'Power'
Ra9o'

>'400'

100'&'400'

10'&'100'

<'10'

(166'deals)'

(81'deals)'

(135'deals)'

(47'deals)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(83%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(74%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(70%)'

Buyer&'
Favorable'*'
(66%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(17%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(26%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(30%)'

Seller&'
Favorable'**'
(34%)'

* Buyer-Favorable = agreement silent 
** Seller-Favorable = Buyer’s indemnifiable losses reduced by tax benefits 
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Appendix 1 

Methodology 
 for Merging ABA Study Data 

for 2012 and 2014 
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! The number of transactions in each category for each ABA Study was
calculated by multiplying the percentage stated in the ABA Study by
the total sample size for that study year.

! To create composite percentages for ABA Study Data (2012, 2014),
the number of transactions in each category (Buyer- or Seller-
Favorable) for 2012 and 2014 were added; the resulting sum was
divided by the sum of the numbers of transactions surveyed in the two
ABA studies.

! In cases where a specific subset of transactions was analyzed, the
above calculations were carried out on the appropriate subsets.




